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Summary:
As population of any state increase so as more and more manpower is available for that particu

In this ancient land of world according to 1991 census the population of this land was approx.

This simply means that one Indian was working for three others non-active persons. In contrast
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As population of any state increase so as more and more manpower is available for that particu

In this ancient land of world according to 1991 census the population of this land was approx.

This simply means that one Indian was working for three others non-active persons. In contrast

In last 10 years 1991-2001, percentage of main workers among total population has come down fr

The major reasons to this shortcoming in now availability of jobs. We have chosen the specific
What these so called reforms & others new economical policies did effect on jobs availability

As per 1991 census only 34.18% of total populations were main workers among males, 51% of them

The above statistics showed considerably down trend in 2001 census where total percentage of w

The reasons behind these are new industrial environment in India’s and huge increment of popul

The population of county is increasing at the rate of 20.18% per decades compare to this the j

The new economic order in country has added fuel in this problem since 1947 India had taken pa

If this down trend continues for next 22 year that is very apparent. India or Bharat will be t
In this male dominated society one fact is very hard hitting that male jobs are decreasing at

In India there are very few families, which are solely dependent on female bread earners. Most

The precise and timely planning are options left. The hopes are demising. The sun is far away.
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